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Defect investigation of excimer laser annealed silicon


Abstract—In this paper, we study the effect of excimer laser annealing on silicon and specifically the oxygen impurities induced versus laser energy density. We show that oxygen penetration from the native oxide occurs during laser annealing, which increases with increasing laser energy. At higher laser energies, oxygen precipitation occurs well below the surface, which is confirmed both by SIMS and optical spectroscopy analyses. The precipitates do not affect the dopant activation in the epitaxial layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser annealing has been demonstrated to be an effective method to create heavily doped regions required for ultra-shallow junctions, in which dopants are typically introduced by ion implantation. In this process, crystallographic defects can be completely removed by melting the surface implanted layer and allowing it to epitaxially regrow. Although no residual extended defects are generally observed by TEM analysis in such regrown material, some researchers have reported a degradation of the electrical performance of the molten areas [1–3]. Indeed, removal of the implantation-induced defects might not be complete in the recrystallised zone. In particular, oxygen (O) impurity can affect the performance of devices either by thermal donor formation or by creating precipitates which act as recombination centers [4, 5]. These defects can also be investigated by optical analysis. Indeed, optical defects known as G- and D-lines, related to O, carbon and dislocations have been intensively studied regarding their thermal behavior, spatial distribution, and process-related modifications [6, 7]. However, some disagreements are still present among the reported works.

In order to separate the contribution of the thermal process and of implantation doping to the observed defects, we have investigated in this work the formation of defects in in-situ doped epitaxial layer after melt laser annealing. The investigations were based on Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and micro-photoluminescence (µPL) spectroscopy, coupled with measurements of sheet resistance.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this study, a p-type silicon (Si) epitaxial layer of about 3 μm thickness was investigated. The resistivity of the layer is 1.42 Ω·cm, corresponding to a background doping level of 10^{16} cm^{-3}. The doped layer was grown on a single crystal 300 mm Cz Si wafer. A set of 22 zones (10 x 10 mm² size) was annealed sequentially with a XeCl excimer laser with an energy density ranging from 1.7 to 8.0 J/cm² with a step of 0.3 J/cm². Each zone received 10 laser shots with a pulse duration =160 ns. Each wafer quarter was subjected to the same process (see Inset on Fig. 2).

III. RESULTS

A. Roughness

Surface roughness was first measured using a noncontact white-light interferometer. Fig. 1 shows that the roughness is less than 1 nm for energies up to 5 J/cm², i.e. for melt thicknesses up to ~700 nm; for higher laser energy density, the roughness constantly increases up to about 8 nm for an energy density of 7 J/cm² (expected melt depth: ~1400 nm). However, in all cases, the measured roughness remains negligible with respect to the expected melt depth (up to ~5%).

B. Sheet Resistance

Sheet resistance was measured by the four-point probe method. Fig. 2 shows sheet resistance variation with laser energy density. At high laser energies (from 5 J/cm² upwards) the sheet resistance stays constant at a value of about 1200 Ω/μ, which corresponds to the doping concentration of the epitaxial layer (~10^{16} cm^{-3}), i.e. the regrown layer is perfectly active. At lower laser energies (below 5 J/cm²), the sheet resistance significantly increases up to about 30000 at 2.6 Ω/μ². In this case, the high values of sheet resistance are probably related to the presence of a high concentration of defects at the surface of the layer.

C. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

In Fig. 3, SIMS O depth profiles are reported for energy densities in the range 0-8 J/cm² and the melt depth generated by laser represented by hatched areas for each energy density. It is evident that O penetration from the native oxide [8] occurs during laser annealing, and that that amount of O increases with energy. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3 for the highest laser energies, the penetration depth of O is in agreement with the thickness of the melted regions. At low laser energy, it is therefore expected that a high concentration of oxygen is present in a thin region below the surface. However, the SIMS measurement conditions used here do not allow to reliably measure this region (cf Fig. 3 where the surface peak extends to about 100 nm depth). This result is in qualitative agreement with the sheet resistance measurements.
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concentration of oxygen-related defects might be present in the surface region, inducing a strong dopant deactivation. Finally, for highest laser energies, immobile oxygen peaks are observed, indicating that oxygen precipitation occurs at concentrations above ~5x10^{19} cm^{-3}, in agreement with known values of solubility of oxygen in liquid silicon [9]. The presence of defects in the annealed samples has therefore been further investigated using optical spectroscopy methods.

D. Optical spectroscopy measurements

Fig. 4 shows the micro-photoluminescence (µPL) spectra obtained on various samples submitted to laser annealing in the 0.8-1.2 eV energy interval. The measured spectra are normalised with respect to the 1.07 eV peak, related to the Si Band-band (Si BB) transition. Measurement conditions are as follows: temperature equal to 70 K, a 488 nm laser diode and a power of 1 mW for the excitation source and a 200 s exposure time. No Si BB peak shift is observed with increasing laser energy that evidences no change in B doping concentration. In addition, several peaks are observed in the 0.8-1.0 eV range in all annealed samples. These peaks can be associated to the presence of carbon (G-line at 0.97 eV) or to dislocations and/or oxygen precipitates (D-lines between 0.81 and 0.95 eV) [10]. In fact, the intensity of the D-lines increases with increasing laser energy, in agreement with the progressive precipitation of oxygen observed by SIMS (cf. Fig. 3). This suggests that in our case the observed D-lines are indeed a signature of the oxygen precipitation process. This conclusion is supported by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, showing that the intensity of the Si-O and Si-O-Si bond-related signals regularly increase when increasing the laser energy [11]. Further work is in progress to better define the D-line spectra observed by µPL and to identify the origin of the additional signals (Si-H, C-H) observed by FTIR.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated the formation of defects and the role of oxygen in in-situ doped epitaxial layers after melt laser annealing. We found that in all cases, the surface roughness measured after anneal is negligible with respect to the melt depth (less than 5%). In addition, O penetration from the native oxide occurs during laser annealing, which increases with increasing laser energy. At low laser energy (below 5 J/cm²), the oxygen concentration in the surface region is very high, which induces a strong dopant deactivation. At higher laser energies, oxygen precipitation occurs well below the surface, which is confirmed both by SIMS and optical spectroscopy analyses. The precipitates do not affect the dopant activation in the epitaxial layer, which reaches 100 % at these energies.
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